Expression of MUCI splice variants correlates with invasive growth of breast cancer cell lines.
On the basis of alternative splicing the human breast cancer associated MUCI gene codes for different protein products. MUCI splice variants A and B have been shown to be determined by a single A/G nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) in exon 2 of the MUCI gene. We now describe two new splice variants C and D and show by that in human breast cancer cell lines there is selective co-expression of these variants, namely co-expression of variants A and D. We have found that the expression of variants C and D is also determined by the same SNP in exon 2. Since the overexpression of MUCI proteins has been associated with increased invasive behavior of cancer cell lines, we quantitatively determined the mRNA expression levels of the splice variants A, B, C, and D in breast cancer cell lines and correlated them with the in vitro invasiveness of these cell lines. We revealed a significant correlation between the lack of MUCI splice variants B and C and the invasiveness of the cell lines tested. Furthermore, we showed that concomitant expression of variants A and D is associated with a GG in the genotype. These findings suggest that the invasive behavior of breast cell lines may depend on different expression patterns of the MUCI gene determined by a genetic polymorphism.